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CHAPTER-Ill 
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THE CONCEPT OF JNANALAKSANA PRATYAKSA . . . 

Significance of Jninalaksana Pratyaksa : 
4 • . • 

Now an effort will be made to give an account of the second type of supernormal 

perception called jnanalak~a'Ja pratyak~a. The word Jnanalak~ar:a means that it is 

the jnana (i.e. cognition) which acts as the contact in this perception. Here lak~af}a 

means nature or svarupa. The contact in which j{i'ana (knowledge) becomes an 

essence is called jf?'analak~af}a sannikar~a.:. This knowledge Unana) is in the form 

of memory. If the memory-knowledge of previously perceived object serves as the 

qualifier (i.e. prakata) of the object present to our sense-organ then that kind of 

supernormal contact is called jnana/aksana sannikarsa. 
• ,. <:9 

Here the memory-knowledge (smrt1) or previous knowledge of the object . . 
'V 

concerned is the cause of jniinalak~B(J8 pratyak~a. On finding something when a 

person says, "I see a fragrant sandal wood", he has an immediate knowledge of its 

fragrance. In this case, the memory of our past experience of fragrance in the 

sandalwood-through. the olfactory organ acts as the contact between the present 

fragrance and the ocular organ. This is a famous example of jnanalak~af}a. The 

Naiyayika points out that the seeing of 'fragrance' which is ordinarily perceived by . 

olfactory organ cannot be explained without the help of jnanalak~ai]S. So he is 

bound to accept the jnanalaksana as a pratyasatti. 
' . - . -

• There is a clear distinction between the samanyalak~a'}a _and the 

jfiirnalaksana.ln case of samanyalaksana the knowledge of the universal or samanya . ... . . 
leads to the perception of the· individuals in which it inheres· and in jnanalak~aQa a 

previous knowledge of the object concerned serves as the present perception of its 

own object. 1 
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It has been argued in the Prabha commentary that there a(e two types of 

vi~ayata in the case of jnanalakfiBfJB. When we are apprehending a piece of 

sandalwood and its fragrance, the phenomenon of fragrance is perceived through 

the relation called extra-ordinary contentness (alaukika vi~ayata sambandha} through 

the medium of another knowledge i.e. the knowledge of a piece of sandal wood 

through the relation of contentness ( vi~ayatii sambandha}. In other words, the ordinary 

relation called vi~ayata between self and the knowledge grasped earlier gives rise 

to the perceptual awareness of an object which is supernormal in character through 

the relation called supernormal contactness. It may be said that both the contacts 

i.e. j{ianalak~af}ii and samanyalak~ana, by virtue of being the form of knowledge 

give rise to two different types of activities, as the limitor of contactness 

(pratyasattitavacchedaka) is different in two cases. Though both of them seem to 

be the forms of knowledge, yet the results arising from them are completely different 

in character (phalavaicitrya). The knowledge of universal (samanya) leads to the 

knowledge of the individuals existing in different time and places, while the knowledge 

of a sandal wood can lead us to the knowledge of fragrance. In these cases, though 

the case is almost same, the effects are so. Hence, we have to ~ccept two different 

cause-and-effect relations. in these two cases.2 

It has been argued by Dinakara that the knowledge of fragrance in a piece of 

sandal wood is not possible due to the lack of contact of eye with the fragrance. The 

knowledge of fragrance is not also possible through samanyalak~BI]B due to the · 

absence of accessories connected with the collocation of causes behind the ordinary 
' . 
· pereeption characterised by fragrance. In other words, if fragrance is taken as grasped 

.bY samanyalak~arfa, we have to look for.some assisting causes of the totality of 
. . 

causes of ordinary perception, which is .not available here. Moreover, when the 

fragrance is taken, no other attributes existing in it are apprehended. From this, it is 

concluded that the knowledge of fragrance is not possible through samiinyalak~af]a. 

Hence, there is no other alternative than to accept jnanalak~af}a as a means of 

knowing it. 3 
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The Justification of Jnanalak~al)a : 

Sri HariramaTarkavagTsa, in his" Jnanalak~af}a Vicararahasyam~ mentions four 

kinds of cases for the justification of j(fanalaksana pratyaksa. The cases are: (1) . . .. .. . 
-v . 

recognition (pratyabhijn§), {2) the perception of negation (abhava}, (3) the visual 

perception of fragrance' in a piece of sapdal wood (surabhi candanam) and (4) 

apperception or the knowledge of knowledge (anuvyavasaya). These cases cannot 
. . ,...._, . 

be explained without the acceptance or service of jnanalaksana. These are being .. " 
explained gradually in the following : 

.-v 

(1) Recognition (pratyabhijila): In the case of recognition like 'this is that 

Oevadatta' the perception of the 'that' is perceived through ·it. Here, the present 

knowledge of the 'that' must be possible by jfi'analaksana sannikarsa because the 
. ... . "' 

'that' is not caused by the normal contact with our senses but 'this' can be perceived 

through the ordinary perception (laukika pratyaksa). 
f 

(2) Perception of negation (abhava) : In the case of the perception of 

negation of an object as, "There is negation of the jar on the ground' there is no 

sense-contact with the 'jar' which is the counterpositive or absentee or negatum 

(pratiyogi) of the negation. If an object has no contact with the sense, it cannot be an 

object of perception. Thus, there can be no perception of the counterpositive without 

jniinalak~Qa sannika~a~ the distinguishing character of the perception of negation. 
('J_ 

So, the Naiyayika accepts this as an instance of jnanalak~aQa. 

(3) Visuai perception of 'fragrance' in a piece of sandal wood (surabhi 

csndanam) : This type of the supernormal visual perception of the fragrant 

sandalwood has already been explained. 

(4) The knowledge of knowledge (anuvyavasaya): In the case of the 

"knowledge of knowledge" (anuvyavasaya) e.g." I know the pot' (ghatam aham jiinami 

or aham ghafajnanavan) we have no ordinary contact of knowledge with the sense 

organ. Here the mind is in contact with the knowledge through the relation of samyukta-
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samavaya i.e., conjoined inherence. But the mind has no ordinary contactwith the 

pot yet it has become an object of perception. Hence, the perception of that object in 

the case of this anuvyavasaya' should be explicated by jnanalaksana sannikarsa . . . 
(i.e. super normal connection through knowledge). 

• ~J 

An objection may be raised here : knowledge Unana) cannot be regarded as a 

sannikar~a or contact. A sannikar§a or contact implies the relation between the sense

organ and its object. As knowledge exists in the self, it cannot stay in between the 

sense-organ and the object. In response to this objection, the Naiyayika points that . . 

the word 'knowledge' means the relation of bei_ng the object of the memory-knowledge 

and this memory-knowledge inheres in the self which is in contact with the mind 

connected with the sense organ (sva-samjukta manaiJ- samyuktatamasamaveta

/iianavi~ayatvarupa-sambandha). 

That there is the knowledge of fragrance in a sandal wood is known through 
~- - . 

jnanalak~a'Ja is evidenced from the following fact. If an individual finds a sandal 

wood or comes to know a sandal wood for the first time in his life, he has no previous 

experience about the concomitant 'of being a sandal wood' (candanatva) and-'being 

fragrant' (saurabha). Due to the lack of previous experience he will surely gather 

the knowledge of sandal wood alone, but not its fragrance. In the initial experience of 

sandal wood there is the lack of the knowledge of fragrance due to the absence of its 
. ' 

previous knowledge. In other words, the knowledge of fragrance is not possible as 
,_J_ . . 

jnana does not work as a sannikarsa. When an individual comes to know that a . 
pi.e~ of sandal wood is fragrant', he will be in a position to know about the fragrance 

. . ~ 

·. · · as soon as he perceives a piece of sandal wood, because jnana which is very much 
,.... 

presenf acts as a sannikar~a. From this, it can easily be concluded that jnana serves 

as a sannikar~ in the case of cognitions as of the fragrance etc. 

In the case of 'knowledge of knowledge' (anuvyavasaya), "I know the pot' (a) 

the contact between the knowledge and the mind is normal and (b) the contact 

between the pot and the mind is supernormal (svasamyuktatmasamaveta

jnanavi~ayatvarilpa-sambandha'). So the perception of knowledge is normal and 
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. that of the pot is supernormal. In response to this objection the N~iyayikas advocate 

that an objecnelated to another object (svasambandhikapadartha) cannot be known 

as separated from the 'relatum' (sambandh1). So, in respect of the perception of non

existence e.g. 'There is no pot on the ground', the apprehension of the pot', the counter 

correlative of which qualifies the non-existence is not possible without a supernormal 

sense-contact like jnanalaksanasannikarsa. In like manner, in the case of a 'desire, . . ~ 

of an object related to another (svasambandhikapadartha, e.g. I desire a pen), the 

perception of the object of desire is not possible without jnanalaksana sannikarsa. . . . 

Prabhakara Mimamsakas do not accept jnanalaksana pratyaksa on the basis 
• <ll • , 

of recognition (pratyabhijnii). They advocate that the knowledge in the form. 'This is 

that' is not called 'recognition'. Two pieces of knowledge are there, such as, (a) one 

of the 'this'(this is a case of perception) and (b) the other of the 'that' (that is a case of 

memory-knowledge). These two cognitions are evolved from their concerned causes 

{a) the knowledge of the 'this' is caused by sense-contact and the memory-knowledge 

. of the 'that' is due to previous experience. Hence, there is no proper argument for 

accepting /iianalak~a'la or upanitabhana in this case.4 The Naiyayikas suppose 

that the above two distinct congnitions are one but not distincfas it {distinction) is 

not revealed. In response to this Prabhakaras point out that it is not the rule that 
. . 

there can be no normal perception of _a related object without having its object. The 

proper rule is that there cannot be normal perception of a related object if there is no 
. . 

knowledge of the relatum. Therefore, though the knowledge of the non-existence of 

a pot depends upon the knowledge of the pot, we cannot admit that the object of the 

~owledge of the non-existence of the pot would be that pot. As there is the memory

knowledge of the pot, there is no question of accepting pot as the object of the 

knowledege of the non-existence. 

Prabhakaras point out that knowledge is self-manifesting (svaprakasa) and. 

hence they do not admit apperception (anuvyavasaya) and therefore, there is no 

ground accepting jniinalak~a!Ja sannikar~a on the basis of anuvyavasaya. It has 
. rv 

been said above that it is the knowledge which serves as the jnanalak~al)a sannikar~a. 

If knowledge alone serves as /niina/ak~aQa sannikar~a. any person may attain 
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supernormal perception of any object with the help of any cognition. But this does not 
f'v 

happen. So mere knowledge is not sannikarsa. But when jnanalaksana pratyaksa is 
• ,1 4 , • 

occurred, the knowledge in a self which is connected with mind through sense 

organ is called the sannikar~a here. When we acquire the knowledge of fragrance in 

a piece of sandal wood with the help of our eyes, the memory.knowledge of fragrance 

inheres in our selves which are connected with our minds conjoined with our eyes 

and that knowledge exists in the fragrance through the relation of .contentness 

(vi~ayata). Such knowledge (i.e. this type of knowledge offragrance) inherent in self 

which is connected with mind which is again connected with eye is called 

jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a. 

Refutation of ttie perceptuality of'Surabhi candanam' as both visual and 

alfactory: 

If someone admit that both qualificand (vise~ya) and qualifier (vise~aQa) are 

the object of one single knowledge, we should present an example of knowledge in 

the form "fragrant sandal wood" to him because fragrance is no~ perceived through 

eyes and there is no po}wer of an olfactory organ to perceive a substance (dravya). 

Therefore, to perceive fragrance or sandal wood . with the aid of both the organs is 

· not possible because it is very essf:mtial to perceive both the substrata for the 

apprehension of their relations or contacts. An opponent says that the single cognition, 

"fragrant sandal wood" comes from any of the two organs-visual organ and oHactory 

organ. It is ·supported in the following way with an instance of an apperception, such 
.. 

as ,-"A jar which was seen earlier is remembered now" and so it is said "This is that 

ja~·. Here since the knowledge of the 'this' is due to sense-contact, so it is a present 

knowledge. As the perceptual knowledge of the 'that' is generated by sannikarsa,or 

previous experience, so. it is called past knowledge. In this direction some (the 

Prabhakara Mimamsakas) say that here two types of knowledge are there - one 

comes from visual organ (eye) and the other from olfactory organ (nose) and the 

objects of the cognitions are substance (dravya) and fragrance (saurava) respectively. 
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This type of support is not correct because knowledge is a composite whole , 

it has no part. If knowledge is connected with parts, it can be said that one part of it 

comes from visual organ(eye) and the other from olfactory organ (nose). So, if 

knowledge is partless, or it is produced from two sense-organs.and if both fragrance 

and object (i.e. sandalwood) are the object of it, it is to be admitted that the perception 

of fragrance also is possible by visual organ or the object (i.e. sandal wood) will be 

perceived by olfactory organ also. For, a thing which is perceived by a particular 

sense-organ is the object applicable to apprehend it (i.e. sense organ). Besides, we 

know that mind is atomic, so it cannot be connected with two sense-organs 

simultaneously.5 Therefore, practically, even without willing, we shall have to admit 

that at first we perceive the fragrance only by olfactory organ and we can know the 

sandal wood through the contact of eye with it afterwords. This rule is applied even · 

for the knowledge of qualificand ( vise9ya). From this, it can be inferred that though 

"fragrant sandalwood" is a perceptual knowledge, yet it is the knowledge related to 

its qualificanfl.or vise§ya as its object (vi~e~yavi~ayaka/nana). In like manner, the 

knowledge in the form 'two objects' also is related to its qualificand as its object 

because ·it is also the knowledge related to qualificand ( vise~yajnana) ~hough it is · 

perceptual. 

The phrase' being perceptual' (pratyak~atve sat1) has been included in order 

to exclude the inferential cognitions. If it is argued that the substratum of the 

knowledge of the qualificand is taken as the nature of substance, the knowledge of it 

would arise even if qualifier is not there. By virtue of being a cause the qualifier gives 

rise to the knowledge of qualificand. As it is absent . in this case, the knowledge of 

qualificand does not arise at all. It can :_}lot be said that the knowledge of the 

qualificand exists in the nature of an object, but 'it is called qualified. This phenomenon 

of qualified ness ( visi~{atii) remains in an object which is different from its own essence - . . 

as we find in the case of the knowledge of damji i.e. an individual having some stick. 

In this case, there is neither the knowledge of an individual nor the knowledge of the 

conjunction ofthe stick. But in this case an individual endowed with some extraneous 

character is referred to. 'Being endowed with the stick' ( danrJopasarjanatva) is the 

differentiating factor of him from others. For this reason a qulifier is always called a 
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differentiator (bhedaka). By virtue of being qualificand the stick attached with the 

individualdifferentiates this particular individual from others.This is the essential 

difference between· vi'e~aQa and and upalak~al)a. Th~ same function of differentiation 

is done by the Upalak9al)a also, but this is n~t due to the prior awareness of it. In the 

case of the knowledge of danrjf the knowledge of dancja is a pre-requisite. In the 

same way, in the case of jatabhistiipasam (a saint is known by his clotted hair), the 
• 

'clotted hair is the prerequisite of such awareness. In spite of this , this case is not 

same as the earlier one. Because, in this context, the clotted hair' (jata) is not 

embedded iri the word '!apasa' as we find in the case of 'dancjl in which the meaning 

of danda is inherent. As an individual with a stick is completely differentiated from 

another one without a stick an individual holding of stick is more, basic and the 

knowledge of 'stick' has become a pre-requisite. Hence, the knowledge in the form 
-

'Dandi purusah' is nothing but the result of the combination of two pieces of 
. • - tJ . 

knowledge- visesya and visesana.ln the same way, it canoe said that the knowledge 

in the form- Surabhi candanam (sandal wood is fragrant) is the result of perception 

as ii comes through vise~aQa-vise~yabhava. Though sandal wood ( candanam) is 

perceptually cognised, the fragrance, though not connected with our nose, comes to 

our awareness through the relation called visesana-visesyabhava. Hence, there is 
' . . 

no question of accepting the knowledge of fragrance as an inferential one, as 

advocated by the opponents. And thus, the opponents' view that the perception of 

fragrant sandalwood is due to both the sense-organs- visual {eye) and olfactory 
. / 

(nose) has been refuted by Sridhara.6 

'V 

What is the utility of accepting jnanalak9af}a as a sannikar!ja? In reply, it may 

be said that in the case of 'sandalwood is fragrant' (surabhi candanam), the visual 

perception is possible so far as the piece of sandal wood is concerned. After this, the 

phenomenon of fragrance is not capable of being known through the same visual 

sense-organ due to the absence of the eye with it. Though the fragrance is inhered 

with sandal wood which is again connected (conjoined) with sense organ, it cannot 

directly be apprehended through the visual organ due to the lack of sannikar~a with 

it. Hence, the knowledge of fragrance is not known through direction visual perception, 

·but through jnanalak~aQii7 
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It may be argued why the fragrance is not apprehended through samyukta

samavaya type of ordinary sannikar~a (laukikasannikarpa). For, this type of sannikar9a 

is enumerated as one_ of the six types as found in Nyaya. In reply, it may be said 

that when a jar is conjoined with the eye, the red-colour inhered in it is 

simultaneously perceived by the same sense-organ, there is no question of taking 

the help of memory. But in the present case th:::ough sandal wood is connected with 

the eye, the fragrance inhered in the sandal wood is not capable of being known 

simultaneously through the same sense organ due to the lack of the said sannikar~a. 

From this it follows that though the:ce is a character of samyukta-samavaya, it 

cannot be taken as a sannikar~a due to the above mentioned difficulty. 

If we do not admit this type of sannikar~a or contact, visual perception of 

fragrance in a piece of sandal wood, that of silver etc. relating to some other place 

at the time of error, mental perception of external vyavasaya (i.e. knowledge) in 

anuvayavasaya (apperception or knowledge of knowledge) will not be occurred, 

because there is no contact of eyes with fragrance or silver relating to some other 

place and external objects for the mental perception of these things.8 Here the contact 

ll)eans the hetu or link or cause of the said mental perception: Though there is a 

relation called conjoined inherence :between fragrance and-visual organ, it cannot 

be regarded as a sannikar~a (contact) ~hich is a cause (hetu) of a perception. Hence, 

we should admit jifanalaksana sannikarsa for the exposition of the perceptions 

mentioned above. So it is .sa.id : Surabh/candanamiti jnan~ sourabhasya bhanam 
. ~ 

katham syat ?9 

-Again_, if jnanalak~af]a sannikar~a is not admitted, how is the knowledge of 

fragrance in the perception like fragrant sandalwood possible ? Although the 

cognition of fragrance is attained by samanyalak~al)a, yet the perception of fragrance 

will be possible by /nanalak~fJB 10 In like manner, where a cloud of dust is known as 

smoke, the knowledge of the cloud of dust as smoke in anuvyavasaya (apperception 

Le. the knowledge of knowledge) arises through the /nanalak~arJa sannikar~a (the 

connection based on knowledge). 
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The theory of error propounded by the Naiyayikas is called anyathiikhyati

vada which is referred to by them for the substantiation of the /nanalaksana 

sannikar9a and for the refutation of the prabhakara view. According to them, two 

pieces of knowledge alone cannot cause volition (pravrtti) . So, in the case of 

recognition and error, if one particular piece of determinate knowledge is not accepted, 

there can be no volition for picking up the object lying before one, e.g., a conch-shell 

· (suktj) which is falsely perceived as a piece of silver (rajata). Thus for the justification 

of the volition for picking up the object in the present case, jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a 

must be admitted. There can be no volition without the knowledge of the 

conduciveness to desired object U9(asadhanataj{1ana) . Hence in the case of the 

illusory perception such as, 'This is silver', the inferential knowledge 'conduciveness 

to desired' as the following is to be accepted :This is a means to the attainment of my 

desired object on previous occasio~s. Such inferential knowledge is possible only 

for those who recognise anyathiikhyati . In the_ case of erronous knowledge, the 

persons who do not admit one particular piece of determinate knowledge and yet, 

recognise two pieces of knowledge experiential and previous have no of silverhood 

in the object perceived and there can be no such inferential knowledge of 
i·.¢~a.dh.o...7l.A.l:Ci. 
(i.e.,Conduciveness to what is desired). · . 

" 
According to pracTna (ancient) naiyayikas, determinate knowledge is the 

jnanalak9af}a sannikar~a but the Neo-Naiyayikas point out that either determinate 

or indeterminate knowledge may be regarded as the jnanalak9aQa sannikar9a. If 

indeterminate knowledge , the old Naiyayikas advocate, is regarded as the 

sannikarsa, then we shall have to admit the absurd position .of the validity of . 
indeterminate knowledge. But it is not possible. The cause of 'the perception of 

knowledge is the contact known as conjoined inherence with the mind' 

· (manal)samyuktasamavaya). This pontact is attended by the presence of all the 

conditions necessary for the manifestation of the object. But in the case of 

indeterminate knowledge there is no jnanalak~arya sannikar9a as the condition for 

the manifestation of the object, although there is the normal contact called conjoined,~

.inherence with the mind with that knowledge. Indeterminate knowledge being 

nisprakaraka (unqualified) in character cannot be regarded as a sannikar!fa. But the 
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question is : if any kind of knowledge ( determinate or indeterminate) is regarded as a 

sannikarsa, then indeterminate knowledge also becomes a sannikarsa. Therefore, it . . . 
makes us bound to admiUhe perception of indeterminate knowledge which is absurd. 

Those who believe that only saprakaraka /nana (determinate knowledge) is 
,..., ' 

jnanalaksana pratyaksa accept that the apperception of such knowledge is always . . . 
possible. If there is a knowledge without content i.e. nisprakaraka 

jnana,(indeterminate knowledge) the apperception of it is absurd in character. 

Therefore, the possibility of assuming it (i.e. nisprakaraka jnana) as an obstacle to 

the jnanalaksana pratyaksa is irrelevant. For this reason savikalpaka/nana (i.e. . . . . ' 

determinate knowledge) is essential for jnanalaktiBf]B pratyak?a which leads to the 

· law of parsimony (l§ghava). 11 

We know that memory-knowledge (smrti) is regarded as the jnanalak~aQa 
/ 

sannikar~a which is admitted by Raghunatha Siromani. But, according to him, 

'psychical trace' (sarhskara) also is to be regarded as the jnanalakf?BQB sannikar~a. _ 

It is not true that jnM1a/4k~aQa sannikar~a is always to be taken as a form of some 

knowledge but it can be said that jnanalak~aQa sannikar~a is ·something having 

some content (savi~ayaka). of its own. Desire(iccha), aversion (dve~a), volition (krti 

or prayatna) fa:ll under the perview of j[1analak~af}a sannikar~a because they have 

some content. 12 

Hence, there are two views on .the causality of }nanalak~f}a sannikar~a 

~upanaya}: (1) the causality in the form of knowledgehood ljnanatvarilpenakaraQata) 

and (ii) the causality in the form of something having its content. (savi~ayakatva

rupena karanata).According- to the first view knowledge alone is the upanaya 

(precondition}. (savi~ayakatva-rupena karaf}ata). According· to the second view, 

besides knowledge, desire, aversion, volition and psychical trace (samskara) are 

upanaya (precondition). In respect of the internal perception (manasapratyak~a) of 

'desire' in the form I desire a pot' (gha!amahamicchamJ) the requisite knowledge of 

the 'pot' related to desire is attained by upanaya'. 
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According to the second view, just after the desire of a pot the internal perception 

in the form 'I desire a pot' is done and in that internal perception 'the prior desire of the 

pot' is the 'upanaya' which causes the jniinalak§aQa pratyak~a (upanitabhana) ot 

the 'pot' which is related to the 'desire'. 

Harirama TarkavagTsa also, like Raghunatha Siromani, has regarded knowledge 

, desire, aversion, volition and psychical trace, all as upanaya/or precondition 

Unanalak~afJa sannikar~a). 

A fallacy of vari;:ibility (vyabhicarado§a) evolves from the recognition of two 

different kinds of causality for upanftabhana (/nanalak§aQa pratyak~a). Th~s fallacy 

may be removed by applying the character of following immediately 

(avyavahitottaratva) to the differentiatum of effectuality (karyatavacchedaka). 13 The 

causality of the reviver (udvodhakal of the trace (sainskara) is included in the 

causality just as the samanya (the generic attribute) of sainskara. (Samskaratva). 

Hence jnanalak~aQa pratyak~a is not possible because of unrevived psychical 

trace (anudbhuta samskara). 

The transcendental things (padarthas) like atom etc. may be the object of 

""' perception through jnanalak~af}a sannikar~a. 

Refutation of the Objection of the Vedantins : 

The Vedantins object to the Nyaya theory of jnanalaksana. They argue that . . . . 
I'J . 

the jniinalak~aQB. of the Naiyayikas is nothing but inference. According to the 

Nyaya theory, a man can perceive the fragrance of sandal wood by his sense of sight 

because he perceived previously the fragrance of it at another place. Here the 

Vedantins hold that a man's previous knowledge of fragrance makes him possible to 

infer the unperceived fragrance of sandalwood. Thus the perception of smoke as 

related to fire in all cases can be inferred from a particular case of perception of 

· smoke as related to fire. Therefore, there is no need of accepting the supernormal 

perception called /nanalak~aQa as propounded by the Naiyayikas. Dharmaraja 
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Adhvarindra14 opines thatjnanalak~al)a pratyak~a (acquired perception) consists of 

two acts of knowledge: perception and inference. perception in respect of that which 

is present before the sense, an'd inference in respect of that which was perceived in 

the past. In this way, Dharmaraj~ points out that the case 'The sandalwood is fragrant' 

is an example of two acts of knowledge: perception in respect of 'sandalwood', and 

inference in respect of'fragrance'. But the transition from the perception of sandalwood' 

to the inference 'This is fragrant' is so swift and sudden that we think as if we 'see 

fragrance'. 

.. 

Now we can justify whether the judgement, "I see a piece of fragrant 

sandalwood' is a case of perception as held by the Naiyayikas or a case of inference 

as urged by the Vedantins. The above judgement is an another instance of 

"complication" ~s held by the Western Philosophers, e.g., Ward, Stout -and Wundt. 

The said proposition is equivalent to·::_ "The sandalwood looks fragranf'. The 

other examples of complication is as, "Ice looks cold", ''The armour looks hard, smooth 

and cold" .. We may s~w that the jnanalak~af}a of the Naiyayikas is similar to the 

visual perception of distance since the eyes have no independent means of 

apprehending those relations of surfaces and lines which presuppose the third 

dimension. We can say that there can be a visual perc~ption of fragrance provided 

that there can be visual perception of distance, coldness, hardness etc. So, now we 

· shall have to discuss the justification of {a) of distance (b) of coldness, hardness, etc. 

and (c) of fragrance. 

In the first case, J.S.Mill opines that the perception of distance by the eye 

depends on the inference. Modern psychologists say that there is a perception of 

distance. With regard to the other cases, there is a difference of opinion among the 

philosophers both Indian and Western. According to theyedantins, all such cases 

are grounded o~ inference and the Naiyayikas are of the opinion that they are genuine 

perceptions. With regard~~ to the second group of cases, modern psychologists point 

out that they are one kind of perception for which they give the name of "complication" 

which diff~rs from the ordinary perceptions. The Naiyayikas declare for the third case 

that there is visual perception of fragrance. 
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But there is a distinction between perception and inference. perception is an 

immediate knowledge of objects or a knowledge of something which is not attained 

by any other knowledge. And inference is the indirect knowledge of something through 

the medium of some sign which is always related to it. There is an explication of 

some data in both the cases of perception and inference. A differentiation between a 

given and a suggested content is done in both the cases. In case of perception there 

is a synthesis of some sensuous elements and some non-sensuous presentations. 

These two elements are not kept distinct in the case of perception. Here, they become 

one whole. They may form parts of a complex object. The transition of consciousness 

from the one to the other is not possible here. We do not think of one independent of 

the other. The one immediately indicates the other and produces the knowledge of 

an object as one whole, of which they are the parts. Hence, in the cas-e of a person's 

visual perception of a rose, the sensory element e.g., its colour immediately suggests 

its other qualities, i.e , its touch and smell, and the sensed and the presented elements 

cause the perception of the rose. 

Inference gives us a knowledge of an object through the instrumentality of the 

knowledge of some· other object which is uniformly related to the first object. Here, 

the second object suggests the first one through the uniform relation with them. And· 

the suggestive object and the suggested object do not fuse into one whole as they do 

in case of perception. So, the distinction between the inference and the perception is 

as follows : perception is the integral immediate consciousness of an object. Inference 

is a multiple mediated consciousness of an object which may be expressed as this-

. therefor~hat . 

We cannot accept the Advaitin's view that to recognise jnanalak~af}a as a 

form of perception is to ignore the distinction between perception and inference. 

When we express such judgements, asl(.ice looks cold", "the sandal looks fragranf', 

there is no transition of thought from ice to coldness or from the sandal to its fragrance. 

We do not argue, "since ice, therefore cold" "since sandal, therefore fragrant''. 
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On the other hand, coldness or fragrance is a part of the presentation of the ice 

or the sandal. The above judgements may be expressed in another way as, "I see 

the cold ice" or the fragrant sandal", just as it is said, "we see the distant hill". When 

we infer fire from smoke, we have a transition of thought from smoke to fire as two 

distinct objects. Here we don't say, "I see the fiery smoke". Here we only think of the 

fire but it is not presented to us. Therefore, to admit /ianalak~a'}ii as a form of perception 

is not to obliterate the distinction between perception and inference. 

In case of the visual perception of a rose or a stone or a block of ice, some 

tactual qu~lity is present. But in case of visual perception of sandalwood, such 

presentation of fragrance is not there. Here it can be said that if the eye can present 

a tactual quality like softness or hardness or coldness (e.g. the judgements, 'the 

rose looks soft~'the stone looks hard' etc} which it is not fitted, by nature to perceive, 

it is not inherently impossible by the eye to perceive smell. So, we have to consider 

under what conditions ·perception takes place. After discovering these conditions, it 

will be found that, though· perception and inference are two fundamentally distinct 

ways of knowing, yet psychologically it is impossible to distinguish between them. 

In perception there is the union of certain sensuous elements with non

sensuous presentations into one whole. Here, the sensuous elements are the given 

and the non-sensuous elements are presented by the given. Generally, when there 

is either a natural or a habitual asociation between the sensuous and the non-. 

sensuous elements, perception takes place. Here one element immediately calls up 

the other and the two are fused into one whole of presentation of some object. 

'Natural association' means an association, in our minds, of one sense quality with 

such other sense qualities which are by nature, connected with it. Hence, we can say 

that this type of associations will be experienced by us very often and so it is rooted 

in our minds. We know that there are five senses and five respective sense qualities, 

e.g., smell, taste, colour, touch and sound. Remembering this sense qualities in the 

order quoted above, it can be said that there is a natural connection of that which 

preceds to those which succeed it, but not vice-versa. Hence, a smelling object 

possesses some taste, colour, touch and sound. But an object having sound like 
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space or air has no colour, taste and smell. Therefore, generally we can say that, to 

smell an object is to find and touch it. But to see or touch a thing is not to taste or 
( . . 

smell it. Thus, a smell or taste sensation generally reminds us the colour and touch 

of a thing. 

A 'habitual association', on the other hand, is the association in our minds of 

one sense quality with those which are not, by nature, connected with it. So, we 

experience it less frequently and in many cases, it is looser than a natural association .15 

If a habitual association between them is on~ formed in our minds, one sense quality 

immed.iately calls up others and all of them are mixed up into one whole and the 

perception of one object is presented. Hence, there is no connection between sound 

and touch because sound is in space but no touch. In the like manner, touch has no 

natural connection with colour because there is touch in the air but no colour. In the 

same way, colour has no natural relation to taste and smell. Hence, colour is found 

in light but no taste and smell. So, we find that an association of colour with smell is 

looser than that of smell with colour, with which it has natural connection. Although 

the mere smell of kerosene immediately suggests its colour, the latter by itself cannot 

possibly suggest the former. But a habitual association between them may be 

establ,ished in our minds by continuous experiences of their uniform connection with 

one another and one sense quality may present another that is not generally 

connected with it. In this way, the tactual and visual qualities of a bell are presented 

by the sound of it and the auditory preception of a bell is presented by us. In the .like 

manner, the sight of the bell presents its tactual and auditory qualities and a visual 

perception of it is possible by us. In this way, it seems our judgement, "I hear the bell", 

is presented in the another way as, "I see the bell". 

A natural and a habitual association (the two alternative conditions of 

perception) between its two elements are grasped by an individual through repeated 

experiences of the wordly objects. A natural association between them does not 

mean that it ·is congenital. Therefore, the association is made in the mind of every 

person from his or her birth.lf it were so, every child should have perceptions like any 

grown up man. A natural association has a basis in the constitution of things and it is 
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very often realised by the experiences of an individual. Hence, if both natural and 

habitual associations are formed by repeated experiences, two important results will 

· be found : (1) It follows that under the same objective conditions, the knowledge of 

the same object may be a matter of perception or inference for different individuals, 

according as there is or is not a natural or a habitual association as the basis of their 

knowledge, (2) It follows that, under the same objective conditions, the knowledge 

of the same object may at first be a matter of inference and subsequently of perception 

and vice versa, for one and the same individual. 

The knowledge of a rose which is seen is a perception for the person in whom 

the continuous exPeriences of roses have produced a natural or a habitual association 

between its colour and touch and smell. Under the same external conditions, the 

knowledge of the said rose will be an inference for another person. Here, for want of 

repeated experiences, the colour of the rose does not immediately remember its 

touch and smell but indicates . them as distinct ideas or images on the ground of its 

similarity to the colour of roses. For example, we may refe~ to the difference between 

our knowledge of a new type of rose and that of the gardener by whom it is presented 

to us. An aged man who is familiar with armour may look it hard, smooth and cold. A 

baby may just imagine it to have these or other different qualities,· e.~ .• tactual 

qualities. 

The fragrance of sandalwood may be directly known from its visual organ by 

those who are closely familiar with it but for others its visual appearance may only 

be a sign from which its fragrance is inferred. If I go to a foreign country I can infer 

the distance and size of an object from its visual appearance. But a native of the 

country who is familiar with the environment nasa perception of these from the same' 

position, which is essentially visual. Anyway, if I stay there for some months and 

become familiar with the environment, I may have a visual perception of the same 

· facts under the same objective conditions. 

The above discussion leads us to conclude that there is no absolute line of 

demarcation which can be drawn between perception and inference. Sometimes the 
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knowledge of an object may be a perceptual one and it may be an inferential to 

another individual at other time i.e., we cannot say that under the same objective 

conditions the knowledge of an object must always be a perceptual for every 

individual and that it can never be otherWise. we·cannot also say that such knowledge 

must always be an inferential for all individuals and that it can never be a perception. 

Therefore, we should conclude that it may be either, for different individuals, or for 

the same individual at different stages of his or her life, according to his or her or 

their mental equipment. 

The answers which have been given to the two questions quoted above are 

justified because under certain conditions it is possible that there may be a 

presentation of fragrance through the visual sense-organ. If these conditions are 

fulfilled, we can attain an immediate knowledge of fragrance through the visual 

organ i.e. the eye. Therefore, the Vedantins must admit that there can be a visual 

perception of fragrance, because they say that perception is an immediate knowledge 

of fragrance and it is not a knowledge achieved by sense stimulation: Thus, it is 

admitted that there can be a visual perception of fragrance and some western 

psychologists also believe that there is a visual perception of hardness, coldness, 

softness etc. However, as, such perceptions are presented by sense-organs and as 

these sense organs cannot perceive their objects, we should call them supernormal 

and place them in a separate class called jnanalaksana pratyaksa. . . . 
Some Problems Concerning Jnanalak~al)a Pratyasatti for Explaining 

the Perception of Negation : 

As we .have already found, Harirama has taken the aid of sup~rnormal . 

connection in case of perception of negation (abhava). All Naiyayikas admit that 

negation is invariably linked to a negatum (pratiyogin). Whenever a negation is known 

and explicated, it is determined by a negatum. So, when negation of a jar on the 

ground is perceived by us, the negatum, i.e., the jar is also perceived. That is to say, 

the content of perception is 'negation with negatum as an adjunct to it'. 
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Now, if we examine the situation, it will be seen that there are difficulties in its 

path. Because, in the absence of the negatum, the contact between it and the visual 

organ cannot be established. Hence, the Naiyayika proposes that the negatum is 

presented to the sense through memory--knowledge and so, the contact between the 

negatum and the visual organ is said to be supernormal. 

We should notice here that when the Naiyayika says that the negatum appears 

as an adjunct to negation, the relation that subsists between the two is, in his opinion, 
. . 

one of pr-ir.Jtiyogita only and not one of physical contact which determines the relata 

as a container and its contained (adhiira-iidheya-bhiiva). That is to say, in the case 

of negation. of a jar, for example, the negation includes all jars past, present and 

future. But, none of the three categories, of jar are physically present when negation 

is felt. Hence the Naiyayika admits that the relation between negation and its negatum 

is one of pratiyogita only and not of iidharadheyabhiiva (relation between substratatum 

and superstratum). 

The serious analysis of~ this view point" of the Naiyayika will show that the 

argument in favour. of asserting supernormal contact named /ianalaksana is not 

convincing. The Naiyayika accepts that the relation between the two, e.g., negation 

and its negatum, is not to be taken as adharadheyabhava Le. relation existing 

between substratum and superstratum and yet he points out that the negation will 

reveal as an adjunct to its negation in the perception of the latter. The position is . 

anomalous and does not stand the test of criticism. If we say that the negatum and 

its negation are not related as adhara and adheya, the implication is that they are . 

dissociated from each other and in that case one cannot be described as an adjunct 

to the other. Further, in view of the. fact that negation and its negatum cannot co

exist, it cannot be ascertained how the former will be perceived as an adjunct to the 

latter. It is, therefore, not realised, how from the Naiyayi.ka point of view the negatum 

would be presented through supernormal contact. 

e..•<YYn. m._e.-
lt is for this reason that our present,rtator, i.e., Gadadhara Bhattacarya does· 

not agree with Harirama when he requisitions the office of jnanalak~a'}a pratyiisatti 
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for explaining perception of negation. Rather, he thinks that the instance under review 

may be explained satisfactorily without the aid of ~my supernormal contact. He opines 

that negation is characterised by two properties, viz., absencehood (abhavatva) and 

·counter positiveness (pratiyogitva). The abhiivatva has been described by the 

Naiyayika as anuyogitva. It is, therefore, quite understandable that in all cases of the 

knowledge of negation both these characters of negation viz., 

subjunctness(anuyogitva) and counterpositiveness(pratiyogitva) will be 

comprehended. Now, it is pratiyogitva which is explained by the appellation of the 

negatum and whenever we perceive a negation, we always comprehend and express 

it through the medium of the appellation of its negatum. It is .not a fact that the 

negatum is presented in any way as an adjunct to negation in the case of its perception. 

It is, therefore, concluded that there is no valid ground for recognising jf1analak~al]a . 

pratyasatti in the case of perception of negation. 

Next, we proceed to review the case of introspection for which also Harirama 

has sought the aid of jniinalak~af}a - pratyasatti. According to the Naiyayika, 

introspection is the perception of knowledge which is not caused by external organ 

but happens to be -purely a mental process. As the mind is the instrument of the 

knowledge which is comprehended in introspection,· it cannot be the organ for 

revealing the content of the knowledge for which an external sense organ only 

operates. But, a question arises. The visual perception of a jar, for instance, is 

comprehended in a subsequent introspection. Here the jar enters into the content 

of introspection as an adjunct to the visual perception . So far as the Visual perception 

is concerned, it is comprehended by the mind. That is to say, the mind is the instrument 

... for the visual perception. But how can the content of the visual perception, namely, 

· the jar~ be comprehended by the mind ? T~e difficulty is that the jar is not amenable 
--

to the mind which is, after all, an internal sense-organ. Harirama thinks that the time 

of introspection by the mind it is the visual perception that will officiate as the contact 

between its own content, viz., the jar and the mind and certainly such conta·ct cannot 

but be super normal. 
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We beg to submit that it is not necessary to requisition the office of supernormal 

contact in the case as described above. Like pratiyogitva as in the case of negation, 

visayataalso does not determine two relata as a container and its contained and as . . 

such, the content of visual perception in the case cited above cannot appear as an 

adjunct to the visual perception itself when it is comprehended in a subsequent 

introspection. Further, vi§ayata relates. knowledge to objects which are not merely 

prE3sent, but past and future also. And, as such it is not possible to have the content 

of the visual perception as an adjunct to the content of introspection. 

The commentator of the book Jnanalaksana-. . 

Vicararahasyam solves the difficulty in the following way : 

Vi~ayata like jflanatva is a property of knowledge and as such, the mind can 

rightly be described as the organ that comprehends it. It is, therefore, quite in the 

fitness of things to suggest that the content of visual perception is comprehended by 

the mind. As ":'e have explained in the case of negation, vi~ayata is invariably 

understood and communicated through the appellation of the vi~ayata._ Thus, we 

conclude by saying that so far as introspection is concerned we need not seek the 

aid of any supernormal contact. 

- rv- A · 
NAVYA-NAIYAYIKA VIEW ON JNANALAKSNA PRATYAKSA : 

. •A • 

Garigesa and his followers, Le., the Navya-Naiyayikas think that when we see 

a piece of sandal-wood and feel that it is fragrant, we have not an internal perception 
- ' 

of fragrant sandal through the manas, as Jayanta Bha~fi thinks. But we have a distinctly 

visual perception of the fragrant sandal. But the question is,: H<?w can we have a 

visual perception of the fragrant sandal, because fragrance can never be an object 

of visual perception.? In response to this, Garigesa says that the visual perception of 

fragrant sandal is not a normal perception (laukika pratyak~a) due to an ordinary 

contact (laukika sannikar~a), but that it is a supernormal perception because of a 

supernormal contact·(alaukika sannikar~a). There cannot be a normal contact of the 
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visual organ with the fragrance of the sandal, since smell is not an object of visual 

perception. But the fragrance of the san·dal revived in memory by association produces 

a supernormal contact called jnanalak~arya-sannikar~a. and through it constitutes 

the visual perception of the fragrant sandal. In this case, though there is normal contact 

of the visual organ with the sandal and hence, there is a direct visual perception of 

the sandal there is a supernormal contact through the idea of fragrance revived in 

m~mory by association, and in this way, there arises a visual perception of the fragrant 

sandal. Therefore, the Navya-Naiyayikas differ from Jayanta BhaW:t, who holds that 

though ttie sandal is perceived by the visual organ, the fragrant sandal is not perceived 

by it but by the manas, when. there is a visual perception of the sandal with a 

recollection of its fragrance perceived by the olfactory organ in the past. 16 

According to Vardhamana, there is a difference between the visual perception 

of fragrant sandal and the olfactory perception of the fragrance of sandal. Sometimes 

we see a piece of sandal and at once perceive that it is- fragrant. And sometimes we 

smell an odour and at once perceive that it is the fragrance of sandal. The former 

perception is produced by the visual organ in cooperation with the recollection of 

fragrance- perceived by the olfactory organ on a previous occasion. And the latter 

perception is produced by the olfactory organ in cooperation with the recollection of 

sandal perceived by the visual organ in the past.17 

According to both the earlier and later Naiyayikas, the perception of fragrant 

sandal is a single unitary presentation, it is not a compound of presentative and 

representative elements but a presentation qualified by a representative process 

which is its immediate antecedent. The Naiyayika does not admit a mixed mode of 

·oo_nsciousness, which_is admitted by the A9vaita Vedanta. The Naiyayika holds that 

th~Je';'is no simultaneity of psychoses owing to the atomic nature of the manas. 

f==urther, he adds that there cannot be an intermixture of two heterogenous psychoses, 

··,for' example, a presentative process and a representative proc~ss. This has been 

clearly avered by Udayana. 18 
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JniinalakfBI]a Pratyakiia (Acquired Percepti~n) in Jaina 
Philosophy : 

According to Jaina Philosophy, the visual perception of fragrant sandalwood 

is a case of /nanalak~afJa pratyak~a or acquired perception. The visual· organ alone, 

i.e., eye cannot perceive the fragrant sandal, since fragrance cannot be apprehended · 

by the visual organ. Even in cooperation with the recollection of fragrance, the visual 

organ cannot produce this perception, because, in that case, odour will be· 

apprehended by the eye, which is not possible. One cannot perceive smell with the 

aid of visual sense. Therefore, we cannot perceive the fragrant sandal aided by the 

visual organ alone and it is not possible by the cooperation with the recollection of 

odour also. 19 We are apprehended by the fragrant sandal after the operation of 

fragrance. From this it cannot be said that it is a simple pychosis of the nature of 

visual perception produced by the visual sense. In fact, it is a complex psychosis of 

presentative and representative proces-s mixed up togehter. Here, it is a mixed form 

of consciousness made up of presentative and representative elements mechanically 

associated with each other. Ari integrative association of two coordinate and co

existent elements are found and ttie visual percept of the sandal and the idea of 

fragrance freely reproduced in memory. The apprehension of fragrant sandal is simply 

a sum of two distinct psychic entities, the present visual sensation of the sandal and 

an image of its fragrance reproduced from past experience by association and 

integrated together into a eomplex psychosis. Not only that; it involves a judgement 

and ~n inference. Though the sandal is perceived by the ·visual organ, and the 

fragrance is reproduced .in memory by the law of association, the apprehension of 

the sandal as qualified by fragrance, or fragrant sandal, involves a process of 

judgement and inference. In this way, the.Taina thinks that there is a free association . 

of ideas, judgement, and inference in the acquired perception of fragrant sandal. 

Jnanalak~aqa pratyak~a or an acquired perception is rather an act of inference .than 

perception, though it depends on both perception and recollection. 20 There is a 

similarity between this account of an acquired perception and the account of the 

associationist psycology of the west. 
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6. Ye tu vise~ar;~ise~yayorekajnanalambanatvamahu~. te~am surabhi candana

mityatra ka va~a? Nahi cak~urgandhavi~ayam na ca ghraaam dravyamadatte. 

Ata eva na tabhyam sambandhagrahaQam, ubhayasamvandhigrahanadhl-

natvatsamvandhagrahanasya. Yatha samskarendriyajanyam pratyabhijna-

pratyaksam ubhayakaranasam arthyatpu rvaparakalavisayam, evam . ~ "' 

cak~urghraQabhyam sambhuya janyamanamidam karaQadvaya-. 

samarthyadubhayavi~ayam syadityeke samarthayanti. 

Tadapi na ~adhfya~. nirbhagatvat. Yadi Jnanarh sabhagam syattada 

kascidasyamso ghra~ena janyate kasciccak~u~etyupapadyate vyavastha, 

kintvidamekamakhandamubhabhyam janitam yadi gandham dravyam 
' .. 

C~Q~r)hati, tada gandhdpi cak~U~O dravxamapi ghral)agamyam prasaktam, 

tajjanitaf1anavisayatvalaksc:;atvattadindriya----. grahyatayah. Na 
-. '(\" -- . . 

ca~utvanmanaso yugapadubhayendriyadh~!hanasambhavat) • . Tasmad 

ghniQena gandhe grhite. pascattadgrahaQascC.hakariQa cak~u9a 
kevalaVise~yalamvanamevedarh vise~yajnanam janyata 

ityakamenapyabhyupagantavyam. Tatha ca satyanye~amapi vise~yajna 
na ~amayam n.yaya upatisthate. Vivaaa dhyasitarh visesy~j~anam ..._, ' . . . ........ .. 
kevalavise~yalamvanam pratyak~atve sati vise~yajnanatvat 

surabhi candanamiti jnanavat. Pratyak~a,tve satiti laiflgikajnanavyavaeche

dartham. Nanu yadi dravyasvarapamatrameva visesyajnanasyalamvanam, 
. . . 

. · asatyapi vise~aoe tatha pratyayaf:l sy~t. Atha vise~ar:!asya janakatvannya 

tadabhave vise~yajnanodaya~. tathapi dravyarupapratyayadasya na vise9a~, 
vi9ayaviSe~amantareQa jnanasya vise~antarabhavat, na, amibhyupagamat 

Na vise~yajnanasya dravyasvarupam~tramalamvanam vrumaJ:t, kintu visi~tam. 
Visi~~ata ca svarupatirekir~yeva, ya da~c;jlti jnane pratibhasate. Na khalu tatra 

puru~amatrasya pratliirnapi da~qasamyogitamatrasya. Tatha ca da!Jqlti 

pratTtavitaravilak~al)a eva puru9a~ samvedyate. Vailak~al)yam casya 

dandopasarjanatvameva. Ata eva visesanarh vyavacchedakamiti gTyate. Dando . . . . . 
hi svopasarjanatapratipattim puruse kurvan purusamitarasamad vyavacchinatti. 

. . . 
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